Introducing the

PAWS Tenants
“Taking Back their Space!”

TARGET MARKET:
• People of all ages from 1 to 100.
• Funny gag gift for friends

FEATURES:
• Many different styles.
• Push-button humorous phrases
• Comes with accessories for each doll.

PATENT INFORMATION
A provisional and design patent
application has been filed as of June 2018.
The patent search was performed by The
Mars Rising Network. It was concluded that
there is nothing similar to this product on the
market, which means this unique toy could be
patented and enjoyed by people everywhere.

SUMMARY

See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.PAWSTenantsdoll.com

Each PAWS Tenant comes
with fun accessories (checkbook, suitcase keys, etc.)

PAWS Tenants

This product is a doll body with 3 detachable animal heads –Rat, Squirrel and Raccoon,
which is clothed in pajamas of 3 different colors- Blue, Pink and Orange. This doll comes with
4 accessory items, including a suitcase, plastic
checkbook (to pay rent!), keys and mousetrap.
The doll has a push button mechanism
on its belly, that when pressed activates an
internal speaker that speaks various sentences,
ie. “The check is in the mail”, “I am hungry”,

“I am tired”, and “Will work for food and a night
cap”.
The purpose of this doll is meant as a type
of gag gift, wherein it is supposed to be used
in the office or home as a statement about
rodents and creatures that we feel do not
belong in our personal space, yet rodents and
various unwanted creatures once inhabited
our personal spaces before we barged our way
into their space, thus kicking these creatures
out of their rightful homes. It is the intent of
this doll, which comes with the 3 detachable
heads, pajamas, checkbook, keys, mousetrap
and suitcase, to create a statement that we
humans have invaded their space, and this
doll, whether a raccoon, rat or squirrel, wants
to move in with his suitcase filled with clothes,
his keys to your house, a checkbook to buy
anything he/she wants and a mousetrap for
good measure.
The 3 detachable heads feature of the doll
make it very versatile as a situation in office or
home may lead someone to think of a squirrel,
then a rat and raccoon. Different scenarios
and environments conjure up various ideas
of where to place this doll and who to make
smile.
For consumers young and old, the PAWS
Tenants doll will absolutely put a smile on a
face, help others realize their place in this world
and just simply add texture to an otherwise
boring office atmosphere or home.

For more information:
Patricia Walker
Inventor
Brooklyn, NY
PH: (347) 551-8289
www.PAWSTenantsdoll.com
Email: Info@PAWSTenantsdoll.com

About the Developer
The inventor, Patricia Walker of Brooklyn, NY had an idea to turn normally
shunned house guests into funny talking dolls. Patricia contacted the Mars
Rising Network and had a provisional and design patent application filed and
had the invention designed properly so that she may see success with this
great idea and turn it into a real product. She is actively seeking a company
that would have an interest in licensing the product for a royalty.
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